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*ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATE*
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OPEN FOR REVIEW--YOUR SUGGESTIONS
WELCOME!
As you know, Terralingua's first-year trial structure will expire on the
last day of this month. As outlined in our prospectus from last year, we
are now opening up the organizational structure to your review. We'd like

your comments and suggestions on any aspect of how Terralingua should be
set up and operated. For example: Should the Board of Directors be
geographically based (e.g., by earmarking seats on the Board for different
world regions)? Should we charge dues as a condition of being a member of
Terralingua? (Right now monetary payments are optional--you can also join
by donating your time on behalf of Terralingua.) If so, how much should
they be? These are the sorts of questions we'd like you to consider.
To give you some context, we'd be glad to e-mail you a copy of our current
By-Laws. Any substantive changes to our organizational structure would
have to be approved by the membership as an amendment to the By-Laws. Such
a vote would take place at the same time as the Board election (for which,
see below).
Send us your suggestions by August 15. The interim Board will review all
suggestions and we will report on them in the next newsletter (due out in
September).
By the way, all of our organizational activities to date will be summarized
in an Annual Report, which will be published by the end of this year. All
Terralingua members will receive one, either electronically or in print.
CALL FOR CANDIDATES TO SERVE ON THE TERRALINGUA BOARD; INITIAL
BOARD ELECTIO=
N.
According to the By-Laws, the interim Board of Directors will serve through
the end of this year and oversee the first Board election this fall. The
first elected Board will consist of a President, Vice-President,
Secretary-Treasurer, and 5-9 Directors-at-Large, for a total Board of
between 9 and 13 people. Almost all the members of the interim Board have
indicated that they wish to run for election. But we need your energy and
enthusiasm to keep Terralingua rolling! So please consider nominating
yourself as a possible candidate for the Board.
Requirements: First and foremost, candidates must be willing to devote some
of their time on a regular basis to running Terralingua. We are looking
for committed people! Board members serve on committees, produce the
newsletter, network with other groups, review documents, write grants, and
so on. Candidates also must be willing to work as a team with their fellow
Board members and the Terralingua membership.
The term of office is 3 years, beginning 1 January 1998. The Board "meets"
almost exclusively by e-mail, using a continuing round of correspondence.
No travel to face-to-face meetings is required at this time. Note: We are
especially interested in seeking the participation of persons representing
areas outside North America, as well as members of indigenous groups. Once
the elected Board is in place, we will set out on a funding plan for
Terralingua, such as seeking grants for our work.

Nominations process: According to the By-Laws, the election ballot is drawn
up by a Nominating Committee of the Board. For this election, the
Nominating Committee consists of Dave Harmon (Terralingua's
Secretary-Treasurer) and Mari Rhydwen (Director at-Large). The Nominating
Committee will select candidates for the ballot from amongst the
nominations it receives from the membership. Anyone reading this message
can nominate her- or himself as a possible candidate for the Nominating
Committee's consideration. (Even if you are not now a Terralingua member,
nominating yourself will qualify you for membership under our
work-commitment option). To nominate yourself, send an e-mail with your
name, full contact details, and a short (100 words or less) descriptive
statement about yourself. If you are chosen to appear on the ballot, this
statement will appear verbatim alongside your name. Important: you must
also indicate whether you wish to run for one of the officer positions
(President, Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer) or for a seat as a
Director-at-Large. E-mail your nominations to: gws@mail.portup.com. In
the subject line of the message, put "Attention Terralingua Nominating
Committee." THE DEADLINE FOR SENDING NOMINATIONS IS AUGUST 15. All
nominations will be acknowledged promptly by return e-mail. It is also
possible, under our By-Laws, for members to nominate themselves directly to
the ballot (by-passing the Nominating Committee) by gathering a small
number of signatures on petition. For details on how to do that, please
contact us at the e-mail above.
Election process: Between August 15 and September 1 the Nominating
Committee will review the nominations and determine the ballot. Nominees
will be informed of the results. Then, in the September newsletter we will
publish the names of the candidates selected for the ballot, along with
their self-descriptions. At that time we will announce the actual
mechanics of the balloting, which we anticipate will take place in
November.
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF TERRALINGUA?
Here is a list of our members (about 80 in all), as we have them in our
database. All of these people are "Founder Members" of Terralingua.
(Anyone who joins by 30 June is considered a Founder Member.)
DONOR MEMBERS
Brent Berlin
Garland D Bills
Nyr Indictor
Roy Iutzi-Mitchell
Luisa Maffi
Aldon N Roat
Edward C (Ted) Wolf
REGULAR MEMBERS

E Annamalai
James L Armagost
=46rancis Henrik Aubert
David Beck
Emily Bender
Steven Berbeco
Russ Bernard
Michael Boutin
Chris Brown
Dave Bybee
Chelsea Catto
Wallace Chafe
Paromita Chakraborti
David Cheezem
Carmine Colacino
Scott Crawford
Marti Crespo i Sala
John Croft
Nancy C Dorian
=46ranz Dotter
Ludmila Dutkova
Jeremy Evas
Sonja Fagerberg-Diallo
Anthea Fallen-Bailey
Anne Fitzgerald
Eleanor Frankle
Paul B Garrett
G=E9rard Gautier
Lewis Glinert
Victor Golla
David Harmon
Jeffrey Henning
Alison Hoare
Susanne Holzknecht
Judy Howlett
Paulina Jaenecke
Tony Leaver
Patty Lemley
J William Lewis
Martha J Macri
Marcus Maia
Virginie Mamadouh
Gary Martin
Stephen Matthews
Matthew McDaniel
Suzanne Merkel
D E M Mihas
Peter M=FChlh=E4usler

Walusako A Mwalilino
Paul Nchoji Nkwi
Guadalupe Olalde
Nicholas D M Ostler
=46 Queixalos
Jane Radcliffe
Mari Rhydwen
Laura M Rival
Karen Sue Rolph
Larry Rosenwald
John Schilke
Tove Skutnabb-Kangas
Dennis Smith
Tonya Stebbins
Miquel Strubell
Olli Tammilehto
Sarah Taub
Ant=F3nio Teixera
Katherine Turner
=46erenc Valoczy
Piripi Walker
William S-Y Wang
Paul J Weiss
Jim Wilce
Jeffrey Wollock
Stuart Wulff
If your name is NOT on this list, that means you haven't officially joined
Terralingua yet and are receiving this newsletter as a courtesy because you
have, at some point, expressed a general interest in Terralingua. (Or else
we've mistakenly omitted you--if so please e-mail Dave Harmon at
gws@mail.portup.com.) If you're among the missing, please consider taking
the next step--join us! It's so easy: we let you decide whether to pay for
a membership, and how much; or else you can donate some of your time as a
way to qualify as a member. For details, see the last section of this
newsletter. Remember, only members will be able to vote in the upcoming
Board election.
MEMBERSHIPS EXTENDED THROUGH 1997.
As a gesture of appreciation to all of you who have already joined, we are
extending all memberships through 31 December 1997, at which time we will
send out information on how to renew. We thank you again for all your
support!
ENCOURAGING MEMBERSHIPS FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND INDIGENOUS
GROUPS.
To enhance the representation in Terralingua, we are thinking of putting
together some kind of mechanism to encourage developing-country or

indigenous/minority persons' membership. Some possibilities: (1) inviting
sponsorships of specific people by existing members in strong-currency
countries, (2) creating a general sponsorship fund for this purpose; (3)
instituting a blanket fee waiver for anyone in developing countries, with
costs covered through a general appeal to other members. Anyone have
additional ideas or comments? Please send them along so we can incorporate
them into our strategy.
............................................................................
......
*ACTIVITIES*
WEB SITE REDESIGNED, UPDATED, EXPANDED.
At long last the promised make-over of the Web site has happened. It has
been totally re-designed, making (we hope) more streamlined, less "clunky,"
and easier to use. More importantly, we have updated our page of Internet
Resources on Language Endangerment, Survival, and Rejuvenation with much
additional information. We will regularly update and expand this page from
now on. The biggest change of all has been the addition of the complete
MIT Working Papers in Linguistics Endangered Language Bibliography. It is
the most comprehensive bibliography of its kind that we have seen, and it's
only available on-line through our site. Our thanks to Jonathan Bobalijk,
Rob Pensalfini, and Luciana Storto for letting us publish it.
MAFFI ATTENDS TEACH-IN ON GLOBALIZATION.
In April, Terralingua President Luisa Maffi attended a "teach-in",
organized by the International Forum on Globalization, a coalition of
ecologically-oriented NGOs, on the social, political, and ecological
consequences of economic globalization. IFG is based in San Francisco,
California, USA. Luisa found it very interesting
and thinks it might be good for Terralingua to bring our persective to the
coalition, and she is exploring this with Victor Menotti, IFG's director.
She had various opportunities to bring up our perspective in
discussion, and the response was excellent. She also passed out 100 copies
of a Terralingua flyer--which were all taken. This has resulted in several
new members for us.
VIDEO OF BERKELEY CONFERENCE IN THE WORKS.
=46ilmmaker Steve Bartz and Luisa Maffi are looking into producing a video
based on the
"Endangered Languages, Endangered Knowledge, Endangered Environments"
conference that Terralingua sponsored last October in Berkeley, California,
USA. The video will present the biodiversity/linguistic diversity links
perspective and would be a valuable tool for classroom teaching, workshops,
etc. We'll update you on this project and let you know how to get it when
it's available.

ENDANGERED LANGUAGES / LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY INFORMATION SOUGHT.
As you know from our e-mailing last week, Terralingua wishes to gather as
much information as possible on individual and organizational efforts
related to endangered languages and linguistic diversity (including those
working to document, support, revitalize, and maintain languages and
diversity). We will enter and maintain this information on a database and
publish it on the Web as well. If you haven't done so already, help us
make this a really useful tool and send us your information! This is also
a good way to qualify as a Terralingua member! In fact, we are always glad
to receive and publish other kinds of relevant info, such as conferences,
workshops, courses, publications, you name it. We are particularly
interested in broadcasting info on sources of funding for lg documentation/
maintenance/ revitalization. If you are affiliated with a "sister
organization," urge your group to take advantage of this opportunity to
extend the number of people they can reach. This information can be in the
form of a contributed article, or simply a news item. Call our attention
to any relevant piece of news from your part of the world (situations about
indigenous/minority groups, their languages, their environments;
governmental, non-governmental, grassroots activities in this domain,
etc.). Or you could consider doing a translation of our Statement of
Purpose for the Web site. We would like our members to feel and act like
our correspondents from all over the world and pass on important info as
things happen.
............................................................................
......
(end Part 1)
*REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEMBERS*
In this section of the newsletter we publish letters, essays, reports,
queries, and other communications from Terralingua members. Please note
that one of the ways you can join Terralingua is by contributing to the
newsletter, so this is an easy way to share information with others and
become a member at the same time!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Lexical loss among the final speakers of an obsolescent language: A
formerly-fluent speaker and a semi-speaker compared / Nancy C. Dorian
[ED. NOTE: a few of the specialized phonetic symbols in Nancy Dorian's
essay cannot be reproduced via e-mail--and others may get garbled in
transmission on certain e-mail systems. In addition, depending on how your
system handles tabs and spaces, the English translation of the Scottish
Gaelic speech samples amy not line up properly underneath. Our apologies
in advance for these insufficiencies. We are looking into techniques for
publishing this paper on our Web site with full symbols and proper text

line-up.]
A few years ago I was surprised to find that an imperfect speaker
of the obsolescent East Sutherland fisherfolk dialect of Scottish Gaelic
couldn't recall the verb 'sail'.* While it's true that the fishermen in
that region had stopped fishing from sailing vessels long before, and that
recreational sailing is almost unknown on the shelterless coast of extreme
northeast Scotland, fishing under sail and the dangers it posed for the men
who earned their livelihoods by it had certainly been a frequent topic of
conversation in every household where Gaelic was still spoken. Not long
after, another imperfect speaker of East Sutherland Gaelic (ESG), a woman
raised in a wholly Gaelic-speaking family, fully fluent and possibly even
Gaelic-dominant until she left home at age 16 to work in English-speaking
environments, surprised me by being unable to supply the noun 'season'.
This is a word that would have been used in the fisherfolk households of
her youth with very great frequency. The family's economic well-being
depended heavily on what the men earned during the herring season, and the
herring season was important to women in their own right as well, since
many of them followed the migratory herring fishing around Britain's coasts
as gutters and packers.
The formerly-fluent speaker surprised me less by the fact that she
couldn't call the word for 'season' to mind on demand, since human memory
is often erratic in such matters (though generally speaking translation
tasks are a straightforward and successful elicitation technique among the
East Sutherland fisherfolk; see Dorian 1986), than by the fact that she
proved unable to keep the word in memory, or even repeat it correctly, once
I had reminded her that it was /se:san/. Words like 'sail' and 'season'
are staples of the lexicon that I've used for decades in elicitation work,
when in search of particular grammatical constructions, precisely because
everybody produced them easily. I had taken it more or less for granted, I
think, that these and other familiar terms of fisherfolk life would outlast
most other lexical items among ESG speakers who grew up in households where
everything was subordinated to the labor-intensive routines of fishing and
to the tyrannical rhythms of tidal flow and fish migrations. That hasn't
proved to be entirely the case, however, and I went "fishing" myself
recently, attempting a mini-comparison of lexical retrieval in the ESG of
two imperfect speakers, the formerly-fluent speaker mentioned above, who
has been living away from the home village for 65 years but has always
stayed in touch with it, and a semi-speaker (that is, a terminal speaker
who makes grammatical mistakes recognized as such by fluent speakers) who
was the sixth and last, in a family of seven siblings, to acquire
conversational ability in Gaelic. The latter woman, the younger of the two
by 24 years, had worked away from home for some years but has been back in
the village for more than 25 years now, living in a household that until a
few years ago still included at least one fluent speaker. She has had a
number of other fluent-speaker kinfolk living in the same village, in
addition, one or two of whom still survive.

Since 1992 I've been gathering ESG material by long-distance
telephone, and have since 1994 been tape-recording all ESG elicitation and
conversation over the phone, with the permission of the friends on the
other end. On this occasion (April 20, 1997) I presented a set of 11
English sentences to both women for translation into English, and since
each did some lexical browsing while trying to recall certain terms,
various other marine-related vocabulary emerged as well during the
tape-recorded conversations. In what follows, the formerly fluent speaker
is identified as E26 and the semi-speaker as E39 (with E standing for Embo
village, and 26 and 39 standing for the women's age-order positions among
the 41 Embo speakers with whom I worked). E26, well aware that she had
once known all of the words I was asking for, persisted in searching for
any elusive item much longer than E39, and retrieved more items, though
sometimes with a considerable struggle. Both women produced certain items
relatively easily: /skilu/ 'shelling', /sk / 'small fishing boat',
/skadan/ 'herring', /l=B4o:bag=8Fn/ 'flounders', /skac/ 'skate', /m=8F:rax/
'cockles', /f=8F:xag=8Fn/ 'periwinkles'. Both had trouble with 'baiting',
'gutting', 'packing', 'haddock', 'crab', 'creel', and 'lobster'. E39 had
no trouble with 'season', but it continued to be problematic for E26. E26
had no trouble with 'cod' or 'whiting', but E39 didn't recall the Gaelic
names for either. E39 gave the name for a small fishing boat, both when I
asked her to say 'My father had his own small boat' and when I asked her to
say 'But he didn't have a boat for the herring', although the herring
fishery required a larger boat with a different name. E26 produced (in
addition to the word for 'small fishing boat') a term for a boat still
smaller than the usual small fishing boat; and though she never did produce
the local name for the traditional herring-fishing boat, she gave the local
Gaelic words for 'trawler' and 'ship' during her efforts.
Some of the words that these women had trouble with represent
extraordinary lapses, given their family backgrounds. This is true of
'baiting', for example. The local white fishing was done with very long
fishing lines, each of which had 600 hooks, and the entire family spent
hours, every day during the line-fishing season, in gathering shellfish,
opening the shells, and baiting the hooks with the meat inside. By the
time of E39's childhood many local fishermen no longer went in for
line-fishing, but her father stayed at it longer than most and baiting was
very much part of her experience. Equally odd, in terms of the familiarity
of the object, is the difficulty with 'creel'. Fishermen made their own
creels, of willow and hazel that were gathered for the purpose, and they
were absolutely fundamental items of gear. The fish catch was collected in
them when the boats came in, and the older females of the household
marketed the fish from creels on their backs, traveling considerable
distances for the purpose. Apart from their use in this particularly basic
work, children went with creels to the woods to gather the pinecones used
in smoking fish, and when the cost of hiring a horse and cart was
unaffordable, potatoes were transported from field to home in creels, just

as seaweed for fertilizer was carried from the edge of the sea to the
drying banks, and again from the banks to the potato fields, in creels.
Among names for varieties of fish, the lapse that was most
surprising to me was the difficulty both women had with 'haddock'. Haddock
were relished, locally, and were a regular part of the whitefish catch.
Part of the haddock catch was reserved for smoking, to produce the
"spelties" (ESG /spy=8Fu l tag=8Fn/) that were very popular in the district =
(in
a dish known in the U.S. by the name "finan haddie"). To my astonishment,
'haddock' proved to be one of the words E26 had trouble retaining and
repeating, even after she had produced the correct form /adag/. Here is a
part of our interchange after I'd asked for a translation of the sentence
'My father used to get flounder and haddock':
E26: "/hu=8Fr m a:r -- l=B4o:bag=8Fn, ag=8Fs -- sk-got my father flounders, and [fragment]-=8Fm: -- o:h, h=8Fn ad
um -- oh, there at-you
'My father got flounders, and [false start] -- um -- oh, there you are'
an=B4-mai -- sko:b=8F-[fragment] my [fragment] uh
a=8F -[stammer]

=8Fh -- n=8Fu: -- w=8F-now [fragment]

l=B4o:bag=8Fn, a:g=8Fs ad g
-- ox -flounders and haddock -- och -'flounders, and haddock -- och --'
NCD: Yeah, -- that's it!
E26: ... , n=B4
... interrog. particle
'..., is that it?'

e
h=8Fn ad?
copula that at.you

NCD: That's it.
E26: Yeh. /adag/.
/adax/. n=B4
e adi?
yeah haddock haddock interrog. particle copula haddock
(correct) (incorrect)
(incorre=
ct)

'Yeah. /adag/. /adax/. Is it /adi/?'
The confusion continues until E26 recalls a recent Gaelic phone
conversation with an older kinswoman in the home village, in which the
kinswoman mentioned that another villager had brought her a present of a
haddock. Speaking of the gift, the older woman said, "/te: n adag pria hug
a t /" 'what a lovely haddie he brought me!' After recalling this E26
settles correctly on /adag/, shaking off a confusion apparently caused at
least in part by competing diminutives, Gaelic
/-ag/ and Scots English /-i/. This invocation of direct quotations is a
memory-jogging technique which E26 has developed into a very successful
retrieval device over the past year or two. If she can call into memory
something her father or mother said (or would typically say), or something
that a sibling or other kinsperson said to her (or would typically say),
she can then often hit upon elusive lexicon and can also improve on
grammatical constructions, even retrieving a grammatical element more
typical of her parents' generation than of her own in one striking case
(see Dorian 1997 for details).
The technique isn't always readily usable, however, and in the case
of another common form of local marine life whose name eluded her, the
edible crab (as opposed to another that's poisonous), she didn't find a
quote ready to hand. Not only did she not succeed in retrieving the item
from memory, she was also unable to retain the ESG form when I supplied it:
NCD: An' then for crabs, /kh=8Fi:yag=8Fn/.
E26: Ach! /kh=8Figal/-NCD: /kh=8Fi:yag=8Fn/.
E27: /kh=8Fi:yag=8Fn/, that -- I did hear /kh=8Figax/. But I can't
remember using it, Nancy.
NCD Yeah, I see.
E26: /kh=8Figax=8Fn/. No, I can't remember using it. Y' see, Nancy -I've been away -- I've been away from the Gaelic
since I was thi -- sixteen. ...
Although E26's "Ach!" was said with considerable self-reproach, as if
surprised that she could have forgotten such a familiar word, she wasn't
able to retain the form I supplied. She explained her difficulty firstly
by doubting that she had ever used the term, and secondly by noting that
she had been away from her Gaelic-speaking origins for so long. The latter
is certainly true, and age and poor health, which she doesn't invoke here,
are surely also factors. But not having used the term, her first
explanation, is not a credible statement, given that she grew up in a
fisherfolk family with Gaelic as her first language, and that she spoke
during this elicitation session of having gathered crabs herself:
E26: I used to do down to get the crabs, myself, when the tide

went out.
NCD: Did you?
E26: They would be in the [tide] pools.
E26 belonged to a family I knew exceptionally well, since her elderly
father was still alive during my first two field stays and occasionally
helped me with my work, while a younger sister who had remained in the
village was among my earliest and most valued sources and remained a
faithful friend and source until her death in the late 1970s; E26's widowed
brother-in-law remains an invaluable sourceperson still. Given E26's age
and birth-order (she was the eldest child in the family and so was drawn
most heavily of all the children into family subsistence efforts), anything
she might have brought home from tidal pools into the household of her
young years would beyond question have been designated and discussed in ESG
rather than in English.
E39 occasionally tried a retrieval technique similar to the one
used so successfully by E26, casting her mind back to past conditions in
which the lexicon in question would have been used easily and
realistically. Her resources for the exercise weren't as good as E26's,
however, since less Gaelic was spoken in the village, and even in her home,
by the time she was born. Her parents continued to speak Gaelic at home,
to be sure, and four of her older siblings were fully fluent; but the
amount of English used by the younger children among themselves was
increasing. One of the sentences I asked E26 and E39 to translate into ESG
constituted a realistic description of a curing-yard crew during the
herring season, and since E39 had in fact gone as a crew member to the
herring fishing, she tried to recast the exercise, when she got stuck, into
an account of her own experience:
NCD: How 'bout: 'Two women were gutting, and one was packing.'
E39: va ta: vurn:ax -- k=8Ftgu, ag=8Fs u:n purn:ax -were two woman -- gutting, and one woman -'Two women were gutting, and one woman -- '
ig =8F p-pak g.
,
nah -an e
=86=8Fn khy r=86th.
at the p-- packing [stammer] [fragment] not copula that right
'at the p-- packing. Aw, /nah/ -- That's not right.'
'packing'. va mi hian s a__ k=8Ftin, ag-- k=8Ftgu,
was I self and A. gutting, an-- gutting,
'[softly] "packing". I was gutting myself, and A., an--[self-correcting]
gutting'
ag=8Fs va c__ -- ig =8F
xat=8Fn a.

bakyu.

ba-- o:, han an

t

and was J.
at the packing. pa-- oh, not possible to.me saying it
'and J. was at the packing. pa-- . Oh, I can't say it.'
NCD: [laughing] Okay!
E36: ig =8F bakin.
at the packing
'at the packing' [nonce-borrowing from English,
morphophonologically but not morphologically adapted]
E39 and her next-older sister E38 had in their young days made up
two-thirds of one of the three-women curing-yard crews that went to the
herring fishing from Embo; E39 had been a gutter and her sister E38 a
packer. In spite of this personal background, she wasn't able to hit on
the correct ESG form. She came very close with /ig =8F bakyu/, since the
correct term /phaikyu/ would have taken the form /ig =8F baikyu/ in that
construction, but getting the form almost right didn't cause the word to
click and fall into place for her, and she resorted finally to gaelicizing
the English verb.
This mini-comparison suggests that deep familiarity in youthful
years with lexicon profoundly important to a distinctive local subsistence
mode is no guarantee that lexical items from this sphere will be easily
retrieved in later years, either from formerly fluent speakers who no
longer use the ancestral language regularly or from terminal speakers who
have a history of less than perfectly full acquisition. Clearly there will
be individual differences, and fieldworkers have sometimes been lucky
enough to locate elderly speakers who still enjoy excellent lexical recall
and grammatical control, even after years without much opportunity to use
their ancestral languages. As many of us have feared, however, lexical
loss may in other cases be large and quite erratic. Certainly this recent
small experiment has left me feeling very fortunate that the pool of
sources for my ESG work had not already dwindled to one exiled
formerly-fluent speaker and one semi-speaker when I first went in search of
East Sutherland Gaelic.
Nancy C. Dorian
Bryn Mawr College
* Thanks to Luisa Maffi for spurring me to go beyond casual observations in
this matter.
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Beyond the "Invented Indian": Acknowledging Original Conservation / Chris Brown
Paper originally given at the "3rd Annual Symposium for a Living
Anthropology in Service to the World," February 15, 1997, at the
California Institute for Integral Studies (CIIS).
Send comments/questions/remarks to:
Chris Brown
PO box 451
N San Juan, CA 95960
chris.brown@directory.reed.edu

Introduction
In 1972, Frontier Historian W.H. Hutchinson condemned the "resurrection
of the myth of the noble savage." Denouncing an ecologically-slanted
Native American imagery which had risen to popularity in the modern mind
with the boom of 60s environmentalism, he set the stage for a critique
which has since grown in intensity. Following in Hutchinson's shoes,
Clifford Presnal, Alice Kehoe, and other scholars have claimed the
ecologically spiritualized and conservation-minded Native American of
popular imagery to be an "Invented Indian." Taking what can be called an
anti-primitivist stance, these scholars attack the belief that an
ecological sensitivity possessed by primitive subsistence societies
offers a lesson in an era of environmental crisis.
One factor the more naive anti-primitivists stumble over is a horde of
ethnographic material recording spiritually invested conservation
practices among modern Native Americans. The most sophisticated
anti-primitivist responses to this evidence take place in the context of
the American fur trade. Examination of the fur trade reveals that

available historical evidence will not produce a conclusive answer as to
whether modern Native American conservation practices are indigenous or,
as Robert Brightman, Charles Bishop, and others charge, borrowed from
Whites. I shall argue that Brightman and Bishop's model remains
unconvincing because of what Calvin Martin has called the "extremely
complex and quite often either ambiguous or outright contradictory"
nature of fur trade evidence.
And because the fur trade provides the best available setting for
testing this question, it follows that no other ethnohistorical context
will analyze into more conclusive results. I argue that the impasse is
overcome by recognizing in the historical and cross-cultural persistence
of naturalism a habit of human nature. This being the case, native
peoples' often elaborately sophisticated spiritual ties to the land do
offer a legitimate and effective heuristic through which the West can
enrich its own persistent reverence for nature.
The Fur Trade Evidence
In his book Keepers of the Game, Calvin Martin gives one of the most
provocative explanations for the variations in Algonquian game
conservation as witnessed in the Hudson's Bay Company records. The
record notes both the existence and the complete absence of conservation
amongst various Indian groups at different points in time. Martin's
explanation challenges a common economically-centered take on Native
American reactions to the Fur Trade. Presnal and Hutchinson have both
espoused the materialist view that Native Americans widespread game
depletions were the simple result of a capitalist consumer motive
coupled with efficient new hunting technology. End of story. This
materialist position falls short in light of documented conservation
practices. Richard Nelson writes of the spiritual traditions of the
Koyukon of Alaska that they result in "intentional, empirically based
attempts to manage resources, founded on principles identical to those of
modern Western Ecology" (1983: 223). Similar customs are recorded in
ethnographies of other Northern Boreal Forest Natives, including the
Waswanipi Cree, the Mistassini Cree, and the Rock Cree.
In order to explain the fur trade game depletions, Martin insists that
they must be placed in the context of the larger ideological bonds which
related the Algonquian to their prey. He then traces their
overexploitation to the spiritual notions of hunter-prey reciprocity
active in documented fur trade Native ideology. Because Algonquians
believed transgression of these bonds by either party to result in
disease or illness, Martin continues, they interpreted the postcontact
spread of European epidemics as a brutal declaration of war from the
animals. The result: Algonquians responded, in anger, with a sort of
seek and destroy military policy. Hence the documented game depletions.

The storm of debate inspired by Martin's hypothesis has turned up more
than enough evidence to effectively confute it. While his explanation
may apply to a limited number of cases, disease etiology among
Algonquians included many factors; and hunting ethics seem to have been
less important than others such as witchcraft.
In place of Martin's theory another rendition of the fur trade story
has become popular very recently. This version focuses on cultural
borrowing and the "invented Indian" motif. It offers that spiritual
traditions now in practice among Algonquians might have indeed been
indigenous without conservation, or notions of game depletion, being
also. Charles Bishop argues that the Western notion of resource
limitation, now shared by Algonquian and Athapaskan conservationists, is
not applicable to the world view of these Indians' fur trade ancestry.
For "just as it is possible to practice conservation without
"respecting" game, so it is possible to respect animals and
simultaneously and perhaps unawaredly hunt them into extinction if the
motives and means for obtaining them are present" (Bishop 1981:55).
These motives and means being supplied, of course, by profit incentives
and European hunting technology.
Brightman proposes a similar history in his ethnography of the Rock
Cree. He documents a wasteful Cree hunting ethos, dominant (though not
without exception) before the nineteenth century, of "kill plenty, and
live on the best" (1993:256). This attitude, according to Brightman,
brought about the well-documented game shortages of the early 1800s,
which were met with concern by Hudson's Bay Company officials. Following
1821, especially, measures were taken by the company to cultivate
conservation into Indian hunting practice. By imposing upon the Indians
fur quotas and a system of hunting territories designed to increase
conservation, Brightman asserts, the company's efforts gradually
restored game populations.
Brightman argues that these imposed conservation regulations are the
true origin of the modern Cree management ethic he describes in his
ethnography. Thus the modern Cree blend of spiritual custom and
conservational hunting practice is, according to Brightman, a recent
cultural artifact; the modern Cree is, following the paradigm, an
"invented Indian" contrived by forces of cultural fusion. Though it
resolves well some issues at conflict in the record, several points in
Brightman's account seem unfounded to me.
For one, the idea of an objectively wasteful (and hence, from a modern
view, "disrespectful") hunting ethos grounded in spiritual respect for
animals seems inconsistent with the well-documented ecological erudition
of Cree hunters. The notion depends upon a claim, which Brightman
endorses, that fur trade and pre-contact Crees did not understand game
resources to be susceptible to depletion. Crees thought, according to

Brightman, that game populations were infinitely renewable. Bishop
espouses the idea too, insisting it to be "extremely doubtful" that
"Indians were conscious that game could be overexploited" (1982: 52).
But could the Boreal Forest hunters have been so ignorant? Bishop and
Brighman's view runs opposite Martin's basic assumption that "the fur
trading Indian was too skilled a hunter to overlook the ultimate
consequences of wildlife overkill" (1978:3). The assumption is not
unwarranted. As is the case with most hunter-gatherer groups, accounts
of the Algonquian hunter, past and present, depict him almost without
exception as a master of his profession and a connoisseur of his
environment. Feit remarks of the Waswanipi that they " have a very
substantial knowledge of the environment in which they live, and this
knowledge makes plausible their claims for the reliability, efficiency,
and affluence of their subsistence system" (Martin 1978:126). Tanner
makes note that
Every Mistassini hunter learns by observation and teaching
the natural habits of the animal species he encounters.
Sights and sounds when in the bush are constantly interpreted
in terms of information about plant and animal populations.
(1979:44)
Tanner records that on one occasion, " I was told [by successful
Mistassini Cree hunters] the age and sex of the animal and where it
would be found two days before the hunt took place" (Tanner 1979:55).
Implied in such extreme proficiency is an extensive understanding of
animals' ecosystemic interactions, the signs of which hunters are then
able to read like so many words on a page. This ecological literacy
would seem to me to imply by itself an understanding of the fact that
animal populations are finite. Two other aspects of the Algonquians'
situation seem to me at odds with Brightman and Bishop's "infinitely
renewable game" concept.
For one, there is the press of subsistence. Although the
fecundity of their lands and deftness of their hands allowed Algonquians
to easily meet subsistence needs for much of the year, the winter months
pushed life to a sincere struggle for survival. Winter famines among
unsuccessful moose hunting bands were a recurrent, if uncommon,
catastrophe. Survival was, in other words, at stake. This being the
case, the Algonquian hunters could little afford to have objectively
false information about their prey. Their knowledge had to be meticulous
and correct for them to survive as they did.
My second point of contention involves the role played by
knowledge of animal population dynamics in well documented
hunter-gatherer foraging strategies. Woodburn has emphasized the
importance of daily foraging success for these highly mobile groups,
referring to them as "immediate return" societies. Sahlins (1972) has

observed that foraging logistics used by immediate return groups are
motivated by an "immanence of diminishing returns." In other words,
hunters pay focused attention to prey populations so that, once game
begin to diminish as a result of overhunting, they can break camp and
move on to a new hunting grounds where the pickings won't be so slim.
These concerns are documented among the Northern Boreal forest hunters.
Feit writes of the Waswanipi Cree that they "constantly note signs of
the frequency of game and compare their evaluations of the trends in
animal populations" so that the animal can be taken "when chances of
success are highest and the efficiency of capture is maximized" (quoted
in Martin 1978:127). It seems clear to me that these basic
hunter-gatherer strategies necessitate detailed knowledge of animal
population dynamics. Brightman and Bishop's view that Algonquian hunters
were ignorant of such knowledge until enlightened by Hudson's Bay
Company officials in the nineteenth century seems to me clearly
unsustainable.
The fur trade is especially suited to questions about the
ecological sensitivity of hunting and gathering societies
unacculturated by the West because it documents one part of the West's
global expansion with an unparalleled abundance of written record. Yet
even still the fur trade does not give up its secrets. Each competing
rendition of the fur trade Indians story is mired in a mess of
confusing and disorderly variables. A purely materialist or economic
position such as Presnal's is unable to explain why a persistently
prodigal Algonquian hunter did not respond to the Hudson's Bay Company's
profit incentives prior to the eighteenth century and start decimating
game, nor why so many modern hunters practice conservation. Martin's
"war against the animals" reading generalizes a limited possibility to
embrace more than the historical evidence would allow. And the argument
for an "infinitely renewable" animal resource conception seems at odds
with hunting practices necessitating knowledge about animal population
dynamics.
Other factors complicate fur trade evidence still further.
Brightman discusses the "conventional Cree practice" of providing
intentionally false evidence to curious Whites. Add to this the
"enthusiastic plagiarism practiced by the early chroniclers of the
Hudson Bay" (1993:288). The margin of uncertainty provided by all these
chaotic variables insures, I think, that any theory constructed over
them lies on very shaky foundations.
The fur trade presents, then, an indecisive reply to the
question of whether or not pre-contact hunter-gatherers played the
eco-steward role they are commonly thought to have. Or rather, since fur
trade evidence presents the most extensive record on hand of indigenous
reaction to Western capitalist influences, and nevertheless shrouds this
union in obscurity, it confirms, I think, a case of the dread

post-modern conundrum: we cannot know through our scholarship just what
went on in the aborigines' head before contact - anywhere.
Conclusion
Boas and Lovejoy note of primitivism that it is one of the "most potent
and most persistent factors in Western thought, the use of the term
nature to express the standard of human values, the identification of
the good with that which is natural." From Gilgamesh, through Homer,
Plato and Aristotle, and on to Aurelius, Tacitus and Pliny, Boas and
Lovejoy trace the same sentiment that animates modern views on the
virtues of primitive lifeways. In view of the tradition's persistence
over past eons, it is apparent that primitivism and naturalism are part
of Western nature, if not human nature itself.
Whatever the case, primitivism and naturalism are nothing new,
they have been there with us all along, and there is no reason to think
they will go away. Nor are they done injustice by the ethnographic
record. While we cannot reconstruct the minds of our Lithic ancestors,
we can acknowledge indigenous societies which today maintain a lifeway
in harmony with the processes of the earth. Faced with rampant losses of
biodiversity, deforestation, global warming, proliferations of hormone
mimicking organochlorines and other toxic industrial chemicals, and with
overall depletion of the planet's life-supporting biosphere, the West's
environmental conscience is in need of new directions. The surviving
primitive subsistence societies of the world offer a heuristic of great
importance to us. For one, the sophisticated and spiritually infused
ecological awareness possessed by these groups can enrich and inform a
craving for wilderness which seems an inherent part of Western
consciousness. At the same time, we can hope to learn from such a
dissolution of the boundaries, both physical and metayaphysical, which
Westerners have erected between themselves and the natural world, the
value of a way of life at harmony with the systems which support it.
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(end Part 3)
*ANNOUNCEMENTS*
SPECIALIZATION IN BRAZILIAN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES.
This specialization program intends to prepare linguists to do research on
indigenous languages from Brazil providing intensive training on methodologies
for description and analysis of data as well as on the evaluation and reanalysis
of published and unpublished materials on brazilian indigenous languages.
The program will be developed in the National Museum of the Federal University
of Rio de Janeiro between August/97 and June/98. Four courses will be taught:
1. Phonetic and Phonological systems of Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
2. Morphosyntactic Features of Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
3. Phonological Analysis of Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
4. Morphological and Syntactic Analysis of Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
Instructors will be the following faculty members of the Linguistic Division of
the Department of Anthropology of the National Museum:
Bruna Franchetto, Doctor in Social Antropology (Federal University of Rio
de Janeiro);
Charlotte Emmerich, Doctor in Linguistics (Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro);
Marilia Faco Soares, Doctor in Sciences (State University of CampinasUNICAMP);
Yonne de Freitas Leite, Doctor in Linguistics (University of Texas, Austin);
Marcia Maria Damaso Vieira, Doctor in Sciences (State University of CampinasUNICAMP);
Marcus Maia, Doctor in Linguistics (University of Southern California).
In addition to the regular courses a series of lectures will be conducted by the
faculty of the National Museum and by visiting scholars focusing on the
following topics:

- The history of the studies on Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
- Field work techniques;
- The comparative method and the classification techniques;
- Ethnological and Cognitive aspects of Brazilian Indigenous Languages;
- Ethnographic and sociolinguistic aspects of Brazilian Indigenous Languages.
Applications will be accepted from April to June/97 and must include the
following documents:
1.copy of undergraduate degree;
2.curriculum vitae;
3.2 letters of recommendation;
4.registration fee;
5.two photos.
Selection of 20 candidates will be based on CV analysis and interview.
For further information, please contact:
maia@acd.ufrj.br
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The following book is just released by Motilal Benarsidass, New Delhi, India.
LANGUAGES OF TRIBAL AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF INDIA. THE ETHNIC
SPACE
Edited by
Anvita Abbi
Jawaharlal Nehru University
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ISBN: 81-208-1374-x
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Firs edition 1997
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Stanley Starosta, Hawaii, USA
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Norman Zide, Chicago, USA
Typology of language change and maintenance among the Santals and Mundas
M Ishtiaq, Jamia Milia, India

19.
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20. Compounding in Khasi
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25.

Pronominalization in Tibeto Himalyan languages of Himachal Pradesh and
Uttar Pradesh
D.D. Sharma, Panjab, India
Negation in Kuki Naga languages
C.Yashwanta Singh, Imphal, India
The Passive in Mizo
K.V. Subbarao and B. Lalitha, Delhi, India
Expressive morphology as manner adverbs in Khasi, Tangkhul Naga, and
Kuki Chin languages
Anvita Abbi and Ahum Victor, JNU, India
Script and Ethnolinguistic identity: The meiteilong Quagmire
Kailash Aggarwal

PART VII: ANDAMANESE
26.

Pronominal prefixes and formative affixes in Andamanese language

The book contains 6 figures and illustrations, 18 tables, and 3 maps. Approxi
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ANVITA ABBI is professor of Linguistics at the Centre of linguistics and
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
FEL TO HOLD ENDANGERED LANGUAGES WORKSHOP
The Foundation for Endangered Languages announces a call for registration

and papers for a
WORKSHOP ON ENDANGERED LANGUAGES:
STEPS IN LANGUAGE RESCUE
To be held at The University of York, England, 26th - 27th July, 1997.
Papers and discussion panels will be held from the afternoon of Saturday
26th until after lunch on the 27th on the subject of endangered languages
and steps to be taken to prevent linguistic loss.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The first workshop organised by the Foundation for Endangered Languages
will take place in York over the last weekend in July. Papers are invited
on any aspect of linguistics that refers explicitly to language
endangerment. Our focus will be on the practical issues, not all obvious
ones, that arise when the attempt is made to act on behalf of endangered
languages. We should like to include case studies of individual areas,
sociolinguistic surveys of areas with endangered languages, and discussion
of programmes and initiatives that serve to directly slow or reverse
language endangerment, and also those which raise the public awareness of
the threat posed to dying linguistic communities, and that posed by dying
linguistic knowledge to global intellectual diversity.
PROGRAM
Topics to be discussed, both in talks and in informal 'workshops', include:
- degrees of endangerment
- promoting awareness of the issues involved
- priorities for documentation and program development
- national languages vs. local languages
- documentation vs. community work
- endangered languages work in the linguistics community
- other items of interest to the participants
Talks will start in the middle of Saturday, and finish early Sunday
afternoon. The Annual General Meeting of the FEL will be held on Saturday
evening.
LOCATION
The University of York is located south of the medieval walled city of
York, a comfortable walking distance from the train station and town centre
with its many attractions and excellent bakeries. Alternatively, bus number
4 or 5 can be caught from the station, getting off at the Derwent College

stop.
York is easily accessible by train and road connections are unproblematic
from any direction, since it's pretty much in the middle of Britain.
REGISTRATION
Registration will be informal. Registration includes refreshments served
during breaks and admission to all talks and workshops. Registration fees
are:
Salaried:
20 pounds
Student / Non-salaried: 10 pounds
Cheques should be made out to "The Foundation for Endangered Languages",
and sent to
Mahendra Verma
FEL Workshop
The Department of Language and Linguistic Science
University of York
York YO1 5DD
England
email: mkv1@york.ac.uk
ACCOMMODATION
The conference will take place in the University of York, and accommodation
has been arranged in Derwent College, near campus. The cost of these rooms
(including breakfast) will be as follows for the duration of the conference:
Accomodation (Saturday night, including breakfast Sunday morning):
en suite:
30 pounds
standard:
20 pounds
Meals are available at the college at the following rates:
Dinner Saturday night: 8 pounds
Lunch Sunday:
6 pounds
Please indicate what it is you're paying for (which combination of
accomodation, meals, and registration).
DEADLINES
Registrations are accepted until the conference itself, and should be
directed to Mahendra. Abstracts for talks should be maximally 200 words
long, and will be accepted either via hard copies, or (preferably)

electronically. They will be accepted until June 10, and should be directed
to Mark.
CONTACTS
ACCOMMODATION AND REGISTRATION:
Mahendra Verma
FEL Workshop
The Department of Language and Linguistic Science
University of York
York YO1 5DD
England
email: mkv1@york.ac.uk
ABSTRACTS, PAPERS AND OTHER QUERIES:
Mark Donohue
FEL Workshop
Department of Linguistics
University of Manchester
Manchester M13 9PL
U.K.
+44 - (0)161 - 275 3259
Fax: (0)161 - 275 3187
email: mark.donohue@man.ac.uk
[alternatively donohue@cheops.anu.edu.au or wk767@freenet.victoria.bc.ca]
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
"STABILIZING INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES" REPRINTED
The initial printing of over 4,000 copies of Dr. Gina Cantoni's 256 page
monograph on "Stabilizing Indigenous Languages" with articles by Joshua
Fishman, Michael Krauss, James Crawford, Barbara Burnaby, Jon Reyhner, and
others have all been distributed. The initial printing was paid for by the
U.S. Department of Education's Office of Bilingual Education and Minority
Languages Affairs. Because of the continued demand for the book, Northern
Arizona University's Center for Excellence in Education is reprinting Dr.
Cantoni's monograph, and it is now on sale for $5.00 per copy (the cost of
printing and handling) plus postage. Postage is $2.00 within the U.S.,
$4.00 to Canada and Mexico, and $10.00 overseas and South America (Airmail
is higher). Bulk discounts are available. Most of the monograph can be
viewed at the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education's website:

http://www.ncbe.gwu.edu/miscpubs/stabilize/index.html
The Fourth Annual Stabilizing Indigenous Languages Symposium on the topic
of Sharing Effective Langauge Renewal Practices was held at Northern
Arizona University in Flagstaff, Arizona, on May 2nd and 3rd, 1997. Over
280 language activists attended the two days of speeches and sessions.
Keynote speakers were Dr. Evangeline Parsons Yazzie, Dr. Richard
Littlebear, Dr. Gina Cantoni, and Dr. Barbara Burnaby. The proceedings of
the 4th Symposium are scheduled for publication by Northern Arizona
University's Center for Excellence in education in November, 1997 at the
same cost as Dr. Cantoni's monograph. A fifth symposium is planned in
Louisville, Kentucky, next year.
For more information about the monograph and the symposiums contact Jon
Reyhner (Phone 520 523 0580: e-mail Jon.Reyhner@nau.edu). For purchasing
information contact Deborah Hawthorne (Phone 520 523 2127: e-mail
Debbie.Hawthorne@nau.edu). Mail orders to Jon Reyhner, P.O. Box 5774,
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-5774. Make checks,
purchase orders, and money orders out to Northern Arizona University (They
must be in U.S. funds). We can also take credit card orders.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
UNESCO GRANT PROGRAM ON ENDANGERED LANGUAGES
+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Applications to UNESCO (CIPSH) for Grants for the
|
| Study of Endangered Languages for the Biennium 1998-1999 |
+----------------------------------------------------------+
All the eleven (11) applications to UNESCO for the Study of
Endangered Languages in 1996-1997 have been approved, though with
cuts. Professor S. Wurm who discussed the matter of UNESCO (CIPSH)
grants for the Study of Endangered Languages personally with the
Director General of UNESCO--M. Frederico Mayor--in Paris, was
assured by him that UNESCO funds for the Study of Endangered
Languages will increase considerably for the biennium 1998-1999.
Applications for such grants are called for now. They are to be
sent to M. Jean Biengen, Secretary-General, CIPSH, UNESCO, 1, Rue
Miollis, 75732 Paris, France; fax no.; 33-1-40659480, as soon as
possible - preferably by fax. (CIPSH stands for International
Council for Pholosophy and Humanistic Studies.)
The applications should constitute one page only, or maximally
two. They should consist of:
o A title, e.g. Application for financial support for the study
of the x-language which is in danger of disappearing;

o Information on the person making the application: name,
circumstances of work (institution, academic qualifications,
full address, with fax and/or E-mail address if available);
o Name and circumstances of the language(s) to be studied:
location, circumstances and grade of endangerment;
o Whether unknown or studied to some extent by .....;
o Number of speakers if know;
o Intended work: grammatical, lexical, text collection (the
latter, with interlinear and free translation, and recordings,
is particularly important in the case of moribund languages);
o Are local persons or institutions collaborating and involved
other than just as informants? (this is much desired by UNESCO);
o Are results expected to be published?
o What other information of relevance may be added.
Note that UNESCO will never fund a research project alone, but
expects other financial help (university or other institution, other
grants, private funds etc.) to be also available for it.
At the end of the application, a single figure in US dellars
should be given as the amount of the financial support applied for.
No detailed budget should be given. It should be kept in mind that
the primary purpose of the UNESCO grant applied for, is to make it
possible for the specified research to be carried out with a view
to its results becoming available through their being written up
and eventually published in some form. Financial support - if
granted for an application - will be paid separately for 1998 and
1999. Decision on applications submitted now will be taken in the
first part of 1998.
Steven A. Wurm

14 May 1997
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*HOW TO JOIN TERRALINGUA*
Many of you reading this have expressed an interest in Terralingua, but
have yet to join. Of course, we hope you'll seize the moment now! There
are two ways to join:
By Contributing Money. One option--and it's only an option, not a
requirement--is to make a Membership Contribution. Any amount is welcome,
but we suggest a minimum of US$10 for a Regular Membership. You can be a
Donor Member by contributing US$100, and organizations can join for US$35.
Contributions will make you a member through December 1997.
By Contributing Effort. A second option is to join Terralingua by

volunteering to do something on behalf of the organization. Like what, you
ask?...
*** By translating Terralingua's Statement of Purpose from English into
one or more languages.
*** By distributing information on Terralingua to local groups, your circle
of friends, your family--to anyone who might be interested. We can provide
you with text and/or a master copy of introductory material on Terralingua
that you can reproduce and distribute locally.
*** By sending us the names of people or organizations we can contact to
further our work.
*** By contributing one or more items to this newsletter.
*** By contributing to the Terralingua Web site.
*** By working on Terralingua committees (as they are formed).
Anything you do along these lines qualifies you for Regular Membership
through December 1997. All you have to do is contact us with what you have
done or plan to do, and we'll convert your name from "Interested Person" to
"Regular Member" on our list. It's as simple as that!
Special Note to Supporters Outside North America. We have heard from a
number of you about how difficult (and outrageously expensive!) it is to
send US dollars for a membership contribution. Some of you, through heroic
effort, have managed to surmount these obstacles and send contributions
anyway, and for your interest and effort we are truly grateful. As far as
we can tell, the only relatively inexpensive ways to send contributions
internationally are through a credit card or by our opening depository
accounts in banks in various regions around the world. At some point down
the road we hope Terralingua will be able to use such methods. In the
meantime, please don't let these difficulties deter you from joining--just
send us a note and we'll enroll you as a Regular Member. We don't want to
exclude anyone who wants to join, so let us hear from you!
............................................................................
......
THE NEXT NEWSLETTER
Terralingua Newsletter #5 will come out in September 1997. The deadline
for items is September 1. Help us make this a real forum for news--let us
know what is happening in your area! Send your items to Terralingua at the
address below--either regular mail or e-mail is fine.
That's all for now. Thanks, and, as always, best regards to you all!
............................................................................
......
*TERRALINGUA BOARD OF DIRECTORS (INTERIM)*

Luisa Maffi, President (University of California-Berkeley, USA;
maffi@cogsci.berkeley.edu)
Anthea Fallen-Bailey, Vice President (University of Oregon, USA;
anfallen@ursula.uoregon.edu)
Dave Harmon, Secretary-Treasurer (George Wright Society, USA;
gws@mail.portup.com)
Martha Macri (University of California-Davis, USA; mjmacri@ucdavis.edu)
Mari Rhydwen (Murdoch University, Australia; rhydwen@central.murdoch.edu.au)

